NR5 Plate Heat Exchangers

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

WHY SPX FLOW?
When it comes to know-how, experience and product range within the field of hygienic plate heat exchangers, you won’t find a better business partner than SPX FLOW. Years of intensive product development of the NR5 Series have enabled us to offer you a complete solution to match many processing requirements within industries as diverse as dairy, food, brewery, beverage and pharmaceutical.

FEATURES
- CornerLock®
- EasyClip® gasket system
- Hygienic port radius
- Diagonal flow path
- EasyFlow washboard design

BENEFITS
- Alignment system improves plate and gasket life
- Maintenance friendly, durable gasket system
- Minimizes risk of product build-up
- Uniform thermal treatment of product
- Improved energy savings, run times, and Clean-In-Place (CIP), compared to traditional plate designs

ASK US ABOUT OUR OTHER INNOVATIVE PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES:
PD PUMPS • PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS • SEPARATORS • HOMOGENIZERS • VALVES • MIXERS

Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SPX FLOW, Inc. (NYSE: FLOW) is a multi-industry manufacturing leader. For more information, please visit www.spxflow.com
NR5 PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS

- Contact your local Distributor for further information:

  · (AFFIX DISTRIBUTOR LABEL HERE OR FILL IN CONTACT DETAILS)